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INSPIRATION LIVES HERE

A Best Buy Company

Our non-commissioned expert staff
is here to help guide you through
an unbelievable selection of
kitchen, bathroom, outdoor living,
and laundry room products.

PACIFICSALES.COM
A Best Buy Company

Pacific Kitchen & Home INSIDE Best Buy locations do not sell Sub-Zero, Wolf, Dacor
Modernist, Miele (Select Locations), kitchen & bath fixtures.
BEST BUY, the BEST BUY logo, the tag design, PACIFIC SALES KITCHEN & HOME, the PACIFIC
SALES KITCHEN & HOME logo, PACIFIC KITCHEN & HOME and the PACIFIC KITCHEN & HOME
logo are trademarks of BBY Solutions, Inc. If you do not want to receive future offers or
promotional mailers, you can opt out by sending a letter with your address to Pacific Sales
Advertising, 24120 Garnier Street, Torrance, CA 90505. © 2020 Best Buy. All rights reserved.
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Creating the ultimate space of your
dreams with the appliances you love.

Express your unique style
with each and every detail.

Explore possibilities of personalization,
and Thermador smart features.
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With over 50 years of inspiration and creativity, Pacific Sales remains the source of high-end products and appliances
for the home. We welcome visionaries and novices alike, inviting the revolutionists of tomorrow to share what
inspires them to create. Designers, builders, contractors, and architects find comradery with us, sharing a common goal:
improve life for the customer.
From entry level to ultra-luxury, there is truly something for everyone within the breadth of our assortment. Pacific Sales strives
to cater to every customer’s specific needs, tastes, and budget. These ideals become reinforced within the expertise
and commitment of our showroom staff. Enter any Pacific Sales expecting a sense of ease—our expert,
non-commissioned staff will guide you step-by-step on your journey to create the ultimate space of your dreams.

REFERRAL REWARDS

EXPERT STAFF

ASSORTMENT

EXPERT STAFF

ASSORTMENT

IN-HOME ASSOCIATES

Pacific Sales strives to cater
to every customer’s specific needs,
tastes, and budget. With our
non-commissioned staff, we’re here for you,
every step of your journey.

From entry level to ultra-luxury,
there is truly something for everyone
within the breadth of
our assortment.

Questions when you get home?
Our in-home Associates are happy
to stop by and take a look,
offering insight and advice to equip you
with every option and solution possible.

LET’S GET INSPIRED, TOGETHER.
Visit us in store or online for expert insight to your next big project. PacificSales.com
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A dynasty of connected brands,
delivering the ultimate experience.

Experts in their field share insider
tips for your next big project.

Embrace relaxation in
every facet of your home.
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LAUNDRY

BEST BUY HOME

Dine in, outdoors with a full
assortment of outdoor cookware.

Innovation and technology join
forces within the laundry space.

Stay connected with their smartest
assortment of home entertainment.
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APPLIANCES
FOCUS ON THE DESIGNER
MICHELE PRATA - PRATA STUDIO
Michele continuously works, not just alongside her clients,
but with the businesses that make her visions possible.

It’s one thing to have a hobby for interior design.
It’s a whole other level to tackle designing your own,
personal space. And an even greater challenge yet?
Turn that hobby into a career.

Pacific Sales has
the most incredible team of reliable
service-oriented people that add ease in
the purchasing and delivery process.

That’s exactly what local southern California designer
Michele Prata strives to do daily within the
luxury space of the sunshine state.
For over 25 years, Michele has invited her clients along
to be part of the creative process when designing
their next kitchen, bathroom, etc.

“Keeping a sense of humility, integrity and service,
I rely on my vendors and manufacturers as a big
part of my team,” Michele conveys. When the hectic
of these projects threatens to overwhelm,
Michele knows exactly where to go.

“[Creating] gives an opportunity to escape the
mundane in our daily lives”, says the esteemed designer.
“As an interior designer, it’s important to offer my clients
a meaningful experience throughout the design process.
Having the patience to listen, evaluate and implement
their preferences creatively is the most valuable
of all lessons learned over time.”

“Pacific Sales has the most incredible team of reliable
service-oriented people that add ease in the purchasing
and delivery process.”

CREATE THE KITCHEN OF YOUR DREAMS
WE THANK YOU, MICHELE, FOR NOT ONLY YOUR BUSINESS,
BUT FOR YOUR INSPIRED TALENTS AND EXAMPLE.
Find out more about Michele Prata and Prata Studio Home at MichelePrataDesignerLifestyle.Blogspot.com

From entry-level to professional style appliances,
let our experts help complete your kitchen
inspiration with sinks and faucets that match.
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FRESHER THINKING FOR OVER 70 YEARS
A monolith of functionality and design, Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove specialize
in a full kitchen creation. Dedicated to refrigeration, cooking,
and dishwashing fixtures, the kitchen
is yours to create with Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove.
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“IMMER BESSER”
Miele asks only for your trust within
the build and function of their premium appliances.
With ease of use and simplification in the forefront,
Miele commits fully to customer satisfaction.
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FINE-TUNED PERFORMANCE
Viking continues to challenge the narrative of the art of cooking.
A marriage of efficiency and experience
drives the forces of innovation behind Viking’s introduction
of commercial cooking into your very own kitchen.
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LIVE EXCEPTIONAL, LUXURY REDEFINED
Culinary creation knows no bounds in a Thermador kitchen.
Pursuing the art of innovation, a Thermador space has surely been
crafted in detail by an arsenal of leading architects and designers alike.
Explore the spaces that define and intrigue us.
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IT’S THE DETAILS THAT DEFINE US
It appears that within each finite detail, a grander picture takes shape.
This theory finds validation in the intricate designs of Monogram.
Seemingly personalized in craftsmanship, the latest
in look and form presents itself at every angle in Monogram.
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CHOOSE YOUR REBELLION
Expressive and strikingly bold, Rise from JennAir
defies convention, offering full-fledged experiences
within their assortment.
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JOIN THE REVOLUTION
Animated with a lively spirit, JennAir’s Noir series
encapsulates the free thinkers among us
in every detail of their appliances.
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TASTE FOR SIMPLICITY
Coming together to experience the moments that matter—that’s Dacor.
Creating a modern kitchen space with contemporary and professional design
where everyone is welcome remains the cornerstone of Dacor’s vision.
Enjoy and welcome.
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PERSONAL STYLE, REFLECTED
Give your kitchen all the vigor and personality it deserves with Café.
Diversity dominates the assortment of edgy and bold pieces,
crafted to embody those who choose them.
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FAMILY. FOOD. ENGINEERING.

TIMELESS, PURPOSEFUL DESIGNS

With its roots deep in highly engineered cooking
machines, Bertazzoni offers complete kitchen
solutions no matter who you’re cooking for. Embrace
generations-old practices in the curation of the
design and placement of each key feature of Bertazzoni.

The Bosch Benchmark series encompasses
all the functionality expected within the kitchen
and beyond. Interwoven aesthetic choices
and clever design decisions lead Bosch Benchmark
into the kitchens of tomorrow, today.

HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN

MAKER-CENTRIC. INSIDE AND OUT.

The spirit of sustainability lives
within kitchen designs of Fisher and Paykel.
A thirst for knowledge can be found in these
appliances and fixtures, working to
fulfill basic human needs as well as comforts.

KitchenAid is made for people who love to cook,
and continues to make the kitchen
a place of endless possibility. Seek and find
solutions for any cooking blockade with
the ease of KitchenAid.
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FIXTURES
FOCUS ON THE EMPLOYEE
JULIA WOLFE - DECORATIVE FIXTURES AFICIONADO
What’s the best part about working with clients?

When you work with us at Pacific Sales, we hope
your experience is so much more than transactional.
We’ve gathered the best people to create our PAC family,
guiding you through your buying journey and
offering expertise and inspiration along the way.

I love utilizing my knowledge and experience in
the industry to solve the unique needs of each client.
By discussing their design inspirations and requirements,
together we make their project come to life.

One of those field experts and long-time
PAC employee is Julie Wolfe, plumbing manager
with over 16 years in the industry.

I love utilizing my knowledge
and experience in the industry to solve
the unique needs of each client.

We sat down with Julia and discussed
Pacific Sales, her experience,
and the future of the home improvement space.
How did you get your start in this industry?

There is no better sense of accomplishment,
than when the client comes back after the project
is completed to tell you it turned out just
the way they envisioned, and that they would
recommend their friends and family back to me!

I got into home improvement years ago and
after spending time in appliances, tile, and plumbing
I found that I most enjoy projects that include
decorative kitchen and bath fixtures.

WE LOOK TO THE INCREDIBLE PEOPLE LIKE JULIA
TO CONTINUE TELLING OUR STORY.

CREATE THE KITCHEN OF YOUR DREAMS
From entry-level to professional style appliances,
let our experts help complete your kitchen
inspiration with sinks and faucets that match.

Visit Julia and all our expert staff at your local Pacific Sales for inspiration toward your next big project.
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SOLUTIONS FOR FORM AND FUNCTION

THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER

Waterstone, at the core, believes in solutions. They have watched the
kitchen space evolve from simply function to a full span of entertainments.
Within this evolution, Waterstone continues to create ultra unique,
curated fixtures to add a pop of personality for any space.

Creating “better business for a better world”,
Kohler finds solutions for innovation obstacles.
Through design and implementation, Kohler cements its
rightful place as a contender for space in the home.
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SPACE TO CREATE

EVERYTHING BUT ORDINARY

Brizo embraces that luxury isn’t merely
about looks—it is a frame of mind. That’s why they work
to incorporate not only distinctive designs, but to create memorable spaces with the details they add.

Designed to go beyond traditional sinks and fixtures,
Franke disregards boundaries and is here
to make things easier on a grander scale.
From size increases to material use,
consider the limits officially pushed with Franke.

CONTEMPORARY FORM

FLAWLESS BEAUTY, FROM FAUCET TO FINISH

Professionalism and class emits
from Blanco’s breadth of assortment,
bringing high quality kitchen technology
and fixture for over 90 years.

Newport Brass is the choice for kitchen fixtures,
Offering a diverse array of options, you’ll find
pieces that range from neoclassic to traditional,
that convey only high end ambiances.
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The Possibilities of
PERSONALIZATION

Designer: Juanita Galliford

GO BEYOND THE KITCHEN

THERMADOR
GETS PERSONAL
Personalization is more than a trend,
it’s the new way of living. Now more
than ever, clients are transitioning
their homes into personalized
sanctuaries completely designed
around the way they live. Discover
how to elevate any room in the home
with Thermador luxury appliances.

Designer: Michelle Nussbaumer

From a decadent speakeasy, a pup-friendly lounge or a
space completely dedicated to self-care—go beyond
the kitchen with Thermador to meet your client exactly
where they’re at. A Wine Preservation Column and
Glass Care Center Dishwasher are the perfect addition
to any space designed around entertaining. For the
client in need of a custom dog nook, Thermador offers
Under Counter Refrigeration to keep pet food fresh
and vital medications protected. And with self-care
on the rise, Thermador keeps customizing an in-home
retreat seamless. Whether your client is waking up or
winding down the 24-Inch Under Counter Double Drawer
Refrigeration Unit can be outfitted with cold eucalyptus
towels and fresh-pressed juice. Alternatively, for the
aspiring sommelier, a sleek Under Counter Wine Reserve
stocked with a variety of reds and whites provides endless
tasting opportunities.

HOME SMART HOME
Introduce your clients to the next era of luxury living
with Thermador whole-home integration. Thermador
smart appliances allow clients to customize their homes
with the largest offering of connected appliances on
the market. The Home Connect™ app not only remote
controls appliances directly from mobile phones
and tablets but also allows consumers to seamlessly
connect to leading tech brands like Google and Amazon.
Whether they are preheating the oven with a simple
voice command or conveniently starting the dishwasher
on the way home from work, Thermador keeps
connecting seamless.
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INSPIRED BY INNOVATION
Gathered from a myriad of inspirations
around the world, Perrin & Rowe continues to create
using high-end materials and flawless finishes.

EVERYTHING THAT ROHL CREATES IS DONE WITH AUTHENTICITY.
From the level of ownership taken to
the commitment throughout the process,
these designers and craftsmen show
a dedication that is simply unequaled.

Welcome to the House of Rohl,
a celebrated curation of connected and
time-honored brands that command attention
within the kitchen and bath space.

None of this is done by accident or
without purpose. House of Rohl remains a
dynasty due to a series of choices, all focused
around a sole purpose: to serve the customer.
After all, the customer is the one invited to
experience the end results. They’ll be up close,
seeing, feeling, and witnessing the
final piece of this grander picture,
in their homes no less.

From the locally sourced to the other worldly in craft,
House of Rohl commits to only the most
calculated decisions. Proud seekers of
environmental and sustainable solutions,
no obstacle is out of the realm of achievement.
Staying conscious of this practice is key.
Peer into even the most finite details and see
your own life’s journey reflected back at you.
House of Rohl connects with us in ways we ourselves
have yet to discover, innovating while fashioning
new forms of expression through their
kitchen and bath assortments.

HANDCRAFTED FOR LIFE
Shaws creates pure artwork through
time-honored practices of creation, structure,
and the use of ultra-fine materials.

Serving the clients within House of Rohl is no small feat.
Only through tried and true methods intermingled
with responsible practice can these brands
continue to harmoniously exist and flourish.

Commending the graduation of apprentice
to full blown master, these experts of industry
continue to astonish.

Step into our home of brands and prepare
to find a bit of yourself in House of Rohl.
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BRILLIANTLY MODERN
Riobel reflects inspiration and passion
passed from one generation to the next to ensure
excellence remains at the forefront.

NATURALLY INSPIRING DESIGN
Striving to be leaders within the innovation space,
Victoria + Albert provides distinctive shapes
and beloved materials in each piece they create.
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AUTHENTIC LUXURY
Everything that Rohl creates is done with authenticity.
Age-old techniques are used during the forging of these purposeful
design pieces for your dream kitchen space.
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BATHROOM

FOCUS ON THE DESIGNER
DEBBIE TALIANKO - TALIANKO DESIGN GROUP
“Kitchens are where we live. Appliances help add to that
experience. Feeling completely at peace and special in a
space that is totally unique creates a definition of luxury.”

What drives quality design? Is it the inspiration?
The history of the craft?
If we look at the potential design holds within the
kitchen space, many of us want a cohesive and
comfortable environment as much as everything
to function and work when used.

Feeling completely at peace
and special in a space that is totally
unique creates a definition of luxury.”

According to pioneering designer Debbie Talianko,
the art of her craft is all about adding
to the human experience.

Because of incredible talents like Debbie, Pacific Sales
continues to evolve, offering diversity in both
our products and the possibilities behind them.

“Combining beauty with function is an art. Design is a
jigsaw puzzle and, when solved, can be very satisfying.”

Talianko Design Group offers interior design
services that will change the way you live,
and help you build the home you deserve.

Inside the confines of a kitchen,
Debbie works to bring a sense of completeness
and even tranquility to each of her clients.

CREATE YOUR BATHROOM OASIS
WE THANK YOU, DEBBIE, FOR NOT ONLY YOUR BUSINESS,
BUT FOR YOUR INSPIRED TALENTS AND EXAMPLE.
Discover more about Debbie Talianko and all she offers at Taliankodesigngroup.com
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The bathroom should be a sanctuary from the outside world.
With luxurious tubs, waterfall showers, unique faucets and complementary bathroom
accessories, we have the fixtures you need to create your ultimate bath oasis.
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DISCOVER A SMARTER ROUTINE
The possibilities are yours to discover
within the confines of Kohler’s connected
faucets and innovative fixtures.
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PEOPLE-CENTERED DESIGN
Find comfort and unity within your bathroom space with Toto.
Offering rich, Japanese heritage and design
in each faucet and fixture.
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ART MEETS CRAFT
Brizo rejects oversights,
embracing even the most finite detail
to elevate themselves
within the home bath space.
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EXCLUSIVE IN EVERY DETAIL
Exceptional design creates harmonious results
with the fine creations of Jörger,
stylistically confident.

COMMAND YOUR KITCHEN
Delta provides simplistic solutions to the lavatory space.
Exercising their “technological magic”,
they offer an array of options and finishes.
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A JOURNEY IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
A taste of the poetic, Zucchetti pulls
cultural influence and iconography
within each of their products.
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MEET THE BEAUTY OF WATER

CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN

For hansgrohe, water is the basis in which
their inspiration and creation comes from.
Working with the flow of water within their fixtures,
binds hansgrohe to the craft of design.

Graff pioneers trend-setting designs,
positioning themselves as ultra-lavish
and highly prestigious.

COLLECTIONS. STYLES. PERFECTION.

INNOVATIVE AND STYLISH

Comprehensive across design spectrums,
Axor products utilize
the possibilities in every space.

Villeroy and Boch bridges the gap between a
functional bathroom space and a place of tranquility.
The invitation of relaxation cannot go unnoticed.
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THE MTI DIFFERENCE

BRING WELLNESS HOME

Focus is a leading principle of MTI, considering
customer need with each and every design choice
to ensure complete satisfaction.

Mr.Steam believes that wellness should be
a fundamental element to our way of living. The amount of care
put toward achieving wellness can’t be matched in the
design and quality of Mr.Steam’s assortment.
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PERSONALIZED BY YOU

WELCOME TO THE UNEXPECTED

Comprehensive in range and design,
Americh features key products that surpass
both environmental and customer standards.

Robern values, above all else, the relationship
between the maker and the user. The designers and
customers hold the same key role in Robern’s vision to
create stunning yet functional bathroom appliances.

ARTISAN-CRAFTED LUXURY

IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, WE CAN BUILD IT

Native Trails, though pioneering for the
use of brass and copper fixtures,
have proven more than worthy for providing
pristine quality in all products.

Fully committed to being eco-friendly
as well as high quality, Hydro Systems believes in
both honest product development practices
while preserving our future.
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OUTDOOR
FOCUS ON THE EMPLOYEE
SERGIO DENIZ - PROJECT GURU
It’s an 800 square foot addition that they’re looking to
transform into a compact, contemporary kitchen. For food
preservation they have chosen to go with fridge/freezer
drawers versus a full-size unit and a dishwasher drawer
style since a full size would be too much for her.

For our clients, the eye is always on the prize.
It’s that obsession over color, aesthetics, space,
and imagination. The project holds all the power,
and who better to help bring that vision to life,
than our experts at Pacific Sales?
One of those project gurus is Sergio Deniz,
store manager with over 14 years of experience.
Sergio knows about realizing the hopes of his clients.

We understand that
contractors, builders, and designers
are busy, and there are many
moving parts to a project.

What is it about a project that keeps you engaged?
I love the discovery portion of talking with
the customer and finding what look and function
they’re trying to achieve. That gives me the ability
to use my experience and knowledge to offer
different solutions in order to make the process
easier for any customer, contractor, or designer.

Why do you recommend Pacific Sales to a trade customer?
We understand that contractors, builders, and designers
are busy and there are many moving parts to a project.
It is so important to me that all steps of the process from
ordering, to fulfillment go as smoothly as possible.

Is there any project you’re working on now
that you can give us a peek into?

Pacific Sales offers competitive products, pricing,
financing, product selection, smart home integration,
and so much more. We as their guides
will support them throughout the entire process.

I have a project where a contractor is building an ADU
(Accessory Dwelling Unit) for his mother in law. They are
using induction cooking for her as it’s safer to use and it
has timers with automatic turn offs for safety.

WE THANK YOU, SERGIO, FOR FOR YOUR VAST KNOWLEDGE
AND MANY YEARS OF COMMITMENT TO OUR CLIENTS!

THE OUTDOOR SPACE
We’re venturing out into great outdoors, taking the kitchen experience outside
with a complete range of products. Prepare for the ultimate
dining and entertainment journey with award-winning brands.

See Sergio along with all of our expert staff at Pacific Sales for guidance and inspiration for your next dream project.
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LIVE THE LYNX LIFE

THE SEDONA EASY EXCELLENCE

Through high skill welding techniques
and a passion for the outdoors,
Lynx combats the standard of cook wear.

Freestanding grills by Sedona carry an adventurous spirit,
yearning for those bold enough
to use the sleek and hearty assortment.
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A PERFECTIONIST’S PURSUIT

OVERALL PERFORMANCE

In the pursuit of grilling excellence,
Hestan builds upon the love and inspiration
of creating good food to be shared.

DCS provides an ultra-refined assortment
of custom grills for the perfectly curated
outdoor space.

FINE-TUNED PERFORMANCE

DISCOVER THE POSSIBILITIES

Expect the same Viking experience inside as well
as outdoors, complete with Viking’s custom
assortment for plenty of memories to follow.

Precision goes a long way in the craftsmanship
of Wolf’s outdoor collection. Expect perfection
from each and every of Wolf’s free-standing models.
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LAUNDRY

Sensate
®
Sensatewith
®
KOHLER Konnect

with KOHLER Konnect

Sensate®
with KOHLER Konnect

Sensate®
with KOHLER Konnect

The power of convenience.
The
of convenience.
From
voice-enabled
technology
toconvenience.
personalized preferences,
Thepower
power
of
smart products featuring KOHLER Konnect transform your
From
voice-enabled
technology
topersonalized
personalized
preferences,
From
voice-enabled
technology
toeffortless
preferences,
kitchen
and bathroom
tasks into
experiences.
power of convenience.
smart products featuring KOHLER Konnect transform your
™

™

smart products featuring KOHLER Konnect™ transform your
enabled technology to personalized
preferences,
kitchen
and
tasksinto
intoeffortless
effortless
experiences.
kitchen
andbathroom
bathroom tasks
experiences.
™
cts featuring KOHLER Konnect transform your
Visit our showroom or learn more at KOHLER.com/KohlerKonnect
nd bathroom tasks into effortless experiences.

THE LAUNDRY ROOM
Become a master efficacy, embracing the ever-changing innovation of
laundry and cleaning appliances. With the latest technology built in
from the most trusted brands, the power is yours to wield.

Visit our showroom or learn more at KOHLER.com/KohlerKonnect

Visit our showroom or learn more at KOHLER.com/KohlerKonnect

showroom or learn more at KOHLER.com/KohlerKonnect

*Voice-enabled technology comes from partner devices.

*Voice-enabled technology comes from partner devices.

*Voice-enabled technology comes from partner devices.
*Voice-enabled technology comes from partner devices.
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“IMMER BESSER”
Miele understands the power of efficiency,
honing into the functionality of their assortment
to keep things running smoothly.
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INVENTED FOR LIFE

TWICE THE PERFORMANCE

Bosch embraces the fast-paced world of technology,
working to stay relevant and innovative
with everything they offer.

LG enhances the laundry experience,
challenging the way we think and perform
our daily routines.

LAUNDRY WITHOUT THE WAIT

IMAGINATION AT WORK

With features worth investing in,
Samsung sets the standard in the
latest tech for all laundry appliances.

GE stands behind over 125 years
of invention and creation. Their laundry assortment
highlights key elements essential for success.
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YOUR KITCHEN AND BATHROOM
JUST GOT MORE ENTERTAINING
From waterproof TVs and speakers to smart home solutions,
your kitchen and bath can be just as entertaining as your family room or theater.
And with the finest products, brands, solutions and know-how, you’ll find endless
ways to bring entertainment to every room in your home.
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PREMIUM OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING STARTS HERE
Whether you’re grilling up a 5-star feast or just chilling by the pool, nothing
makes the outdoors more fun than premium all-weather speakers and TVs.
Whether you’re listening to the latest tunes, watching an afternoon
ball game, or catching a twilight blockbuster, Best Buy has the products,
the know-how and the installation capabilities to put the “great”
back into the great outdoors.
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A Best Buy Company

EXPERIENCE OUR FULL ASSORTMENT SHOWROOMS
Our stand-alone Pacific Sales Kitchen & Home showrooms offer a
full assortment of entry-level to luxury appliance, outdoor and plumbing products.
A Best Buy Company
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MISSION VALLEY
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2000 Anchor Court

29011 The Old Road

920 Morena Blvd

(858) 684-3660

(805) 214-2600

(661) 294-4400

(619) 681-4800

Visit us in store or online for expert insight to your next big project. PacificSales.com

CHATSWORTH

PASADENA

9330 N Winnetka Ave

Pacific Kitchen & Home INSIDE Best Buy locations sell a curated product

440 South Lake Ave.

(818) 407-6760

offering that is limited in scope to Pacific Sales standalone locations.

(626) 356-3359

Visit BestBuy.com for locations and hours.
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YOUR FAVORITES ARE ALL HERE

